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Abstract Business Process Standardization (BPS) is a

strategy for improved efficiency and effectiveness of

business processes. However, BPS approaches are known

to vary much in practice, can consume inordinate time and

resources, and are ill-understood. This study applies an

exploratory analysis of BPS literature to identify alterna-

tive BPS strategies. The analysis identified three key

decision-points when strategizing: (i) Approach to stan-

dardization (Bottom-up or Top-down), (ii) Choice of

Master Process (Internal Exemplar, Internal Best-of-Breed,

or External Exemplar), and (iii) Optimization of the Master

Process (Yes or No). These alternative choices, in combi-

nation, yield 12 BPS strategies, which are described herein

and instantiated by mapping 21 published BPS cases

against the 12 strategy types. The resulting typology of

BPS strategies can serve as a useful tool for researchers

investigating BPS and may provide insight for practitioners

when considering an appropriate BPS strategy, or in better

understanding their existing implicit or explicit strategy.

Keywords Business process standardization � Typology �
Strategies � Qualitative data analysis

1 Introduction

Business Process Standardization (BPS) is a mechanism for

ensuring consistency across underlying processes, thereby

supporting service-delivery excellence, and optimizing

costs and benefits.1 BPS is integral to process management

practices (Schafermeyer et al. 2010) and is known to pos-

itively impact business performance (Muenstermann 2015;

Wullenweber and Weitzel 2007), as evidenced in time,

cost, and quality metrics (Muenstermann et al. 2010b). It

can also facilitate streamlining, automating, or outsourcing

business processes (Rosenkranz et al. 2010). Globally, both

private (e.g., Ganly 2019; Microsoft 2008) and public

sector organizations (e.g., Ji and Pultz 2016) are making

substantial investments in BPS.

Standardized business processes are beneficial for

innovative, in-demand digital transformations such as

robotic process automation (RPA), where BPS assists in

improving the quality and overall efficiency of routine

tasks, which in turn allows scalable RPA implementations

(Aguirre and Rodriguez 2017; Asatiani and Penttinen 2016;

Leshob et al. 2018). BPS also facilitates optimized exe-

cution of business processes such as smart contracts in

blockchains (Garcı́a-Bañuelos et al. 2017; Mendling et al.

2018). Standardized business processes are also valued in

the emerging sub-discipline of business process
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1 Although BPS can be seen as an overarching process management

approach, in this paper when we refer to BPS, we refer to the

standardization of specific processes. This is described further in

Sect. 2, where we define the concept and related contexts.
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management—process mining—where a standard process

can be used to visualize deviations between the real and

expected (or standard) behaviour of business processes,

e.g., for online conformance checking or compliance

monitoring (Becker and Buchkremer 2019; Burattin et al.

2018; Munoz-Gama 2016). Further, business process

standardization (BPS) has demonstrated a positive impact

on outsourcing activities (Wullenweber and Weitzel 2007),

now integral to business worldwide and to society (for

example, Goel (2018) discusses the role of BPS to support

with services that enable financial inclusion).

Scholars perceive BPS as an important yet under-re-

searched topic that demands attention (Afflerbach et al.

2016; Muenstermann 2015). Notably lacking is attention to

BPS strategy, i.e., the combination of key decisions an

organization makes when implementing BPS, and the

rationale for those choices. An improved conceptualization

of BPS is needed to enhance understanding of BPS

strategies and to enhance BPS design, implementation, and

decision-making. To contribute to this needed deeper

understanding of BPS strategies, this study addresses the

question, ‘‘How can we classify business process stan-

dardization strategies that occur in practice?’’ In order to

answer this research question, we conducted ‘narrative’

and ‘theoretical’ literature reviews (as per review genres of

Paré et al. 2015), yielding a typology of 12 BPS strategies.

This typology is empirically instantiated by mapping 21

published BPS case studies against the 12 strategy types.

Typologies provide a useful framework to explain out-

comes (Doty and Glick 1994). They aid analysis and pro-

vide a means for comparing classes of a phenomenon

(Gregor 2006), which provides the basis for theorizing and

understanding the diverse contexts within which the phe-

nomena exist. A typology of BPS strategies can also help

clarify which strategy is suitable in a particular context

(Collier et al. 2012).

The contributions of this paper are threefold. The

resultant typology (i) provides a theory (analytic theory)

for clearer thinking about the concept of BPS as well as a

lexicon intended to promote discourse about BPS, (ii)

assists practitioners to identify an appropriate BPS strategy

considering their organizational context, and (iii) points the

way to important areas of future research.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an

introductory background, followed by Sect. 3, which

explains the three-phase research approach. Section 4

details the study findings from each of the 3 phases, pre-

senting the typology and supporting evidence on how it

progressively evolved. Section 5 provides a rich discussion

and a research agenda based on observations stemming

from the analysis. The paper concludes with a summary in

Sect. 6.

2 Background

To clarify the concept of Business Process Standardization,

we must first specify several related terms. A business

process is commonly defined as ‘‘a set of logically related

tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome’’

(Davenport and Short 1990). Muenstermann and Weitzel

(2008, p. 3) identify four sub-dimensions of a business

process: (i) activities – the main actions in a process, (ii)

workflow – refers to the linking of activities, (iii) resources

– agents that are used for adding value to activities, and (iv)

entities – ‘‘objects processed by resources.’’ Business

Process Standardization refers to the alignment of different

business process variants towards a defined standard pro-

cess (Muenstermann et al. 2010b). ‘‘A process variant is an

observed or documented business process with a specific

variation of at least one of the elements (inputs, outputs,

enablers, guides and sequence of activities) for a defined

part of the overall process’’ (Zellner et al. 2015, p. 4131).

According to ISO (1996, p. 1), ‘‘Standards are documents,

established by consensus and approved by a recognized

body that provide, for common and repeated use, rules,

guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results,

aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in

a given context. Standardisation is defined as the activity of

diffusing and adopting a standard.’’

The objective of BPS is to specify transparent and uni-

form process activities across the organization to enable

organizations to achieve business process goals optimally

in relation to time, cost, and quality (Muenstermann et al.

2010a). Clear, standardized processes are of better quality

and devoid of repetitive and redundant tasks, which are

requirements for most digital transformation initiatives.

The main challenge during BPS is the transformation of

existing process variants into standard operating proce-

dures to be followed by all actors in an organization

(Schäfermeyer et al. 2012). BPS requires an organization-

wide effort, which involves the use of business process

models or diagrams and technology. A considerable

amount of time, people, and money is required to stan-

dardize a process in an organization (Afflerbach et al.

2016; Beimborn et al. 2009; Schafermeyer et al. 2010).

Thus, it is essential to have a clear understanding of the

process of BPS and its inherent choices. Such under-

standing enables a better comprehension of the concept,

which is currently lacking in the field of BPS and called for

(e.g., Goel and Bandara 2016; Muenstermann 2015).

BPS is a complex phenomenon that relates to other

concepts (Goel and Bandara 2016), such as ‘process har-

monization’ (Romero et al. 2015), ‘process integration’

(Narayanan et al. 2011), and ‘process orientation’

(Seethamraju and Seethamraju 2009). Furthermore, several

BPM related concepts are used in the process of BPS. For
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example, modelling languages such as BPMN2 can assist in

the documentation of a business process (Dumas et al.

2013). And ‘process variants’ can assist in identifying and

managing alternatives of a business process. Though rela-

ted, these are different to BPS, and in this paper, we

maintain a specific focus solely on BPS for feasibility and

clarity. These concepts and related literature are referred to

in the process of conceptualizing BPS as deemed relevant,

allowing readers to understand other related literature they

might refer to when standardizing their business processes.

3 Research Approach

The study design had three phases (see Fig. 1), all litera-

ture-based, as detailed below. A systematic approach

(following the guidelines of Bandara et al. (2015)) was

used to collate literature on BPS, which formed the core

input to all three phases. Information pertaining to paper

extraction in the systematic literature review (including

search strategies, the scope of the search, and the quality of

the extracted papers, etc.) is detailed in Appendix A

(available online via http://link.springer.com).

A coding rule book (following Saldana 2012) detailing

how the data was captured, stored, updated, and analyzed

across all three phases, was designed and applied. NVivo

11.0 was used as a tool to support the analysis. Coding

occurred in multiple rounds within each phase. Two

independent coders analyzed the data, and coder-corrobo-

ration sessions (to resolve any discrepancies) took place

during and/or at the end of each coding round.

Phase 1 comprised a ’narrative’3 literature review,

which synthesized existing research related to BPS. The

objective in Phase 1 was to understand how the ’process,’

or the conduct of BPS has been represented in literature,

essentially to identify the stages of BPS. In the first

instance, we read through the papers capturing any direct

or indirect mention of indicative steps (stages) in stan-

dardizing business processes. Next, we read through all

content already extracted to gain a broad understanding of

what has been written about the process of BPS. The 54

BPS papers extracted formed the main input to this phase,

which was supplemented with other papers outside the

sample (other papers deemed relevant to explain and define

new concepts that emerged during the review). By the end

of Phase 1, we had gained an understanding of the process

of BPS and discerned six stages of BPS along with an

explanation of what each stage is comprised (as presented

in Sect. 4.1).

Phase 2 entailed a ‘theoretical’4 literature review based

on the understanding (gained in Phase 1) of how BPS was

conducted. The full set of papers (54) was revisited and

analyzed to identify and synthesize any key decision-points

and decision-options that were deemed to have been con-

sidered during the conduct of BPS. Table B. 1 in Appendix

B presents evidence of the decision-points. Subsequent to

this process, we conceptualized our literature-based

typology (as illustrated in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3).

Phase 3 provided further empirical support by mapping

(21) published BPS case studies against the evolving typol-

ogy. These cases were a subset of the 54 BPS papers wherein

empirical cases were reported. The aim was (see Sect. 4.3) to

instantiate the typology, provide illustrative examples per-

taining to the different types represented in the typology, and

further re-specify the typology (where additional evidence

suggested changes). The content of the 21 extracted case

studies was analyzed using a hybrid coding approach (fol-

lowing Fereday and Muir-Cochrane 2008), employing the

decision-points and related options discerned in Phase 2 as the

a-priori coding scheme.Deductive codingwasused tomap the

case evidence to the literature-based a-priori typology to

provide empirical support. Inductive analysis captured

insights not pertaining to the a-priori categories but were

found to be relevant to the purpose of this study. The coding of

Phase 3 proceeded in three rounds. In Round 1, any direct or

indirect mentions of the decision-points and options were

identified and coded to the a-priori categories. In Round 2, the

content coded in Round 1 was revisited to confirm that the

explicit and/or implicit meaning of content coded under a

specific category belonged there. Detailed notes were used to

maintain a trail of justification. Round 3 revisited the content

coded inductively, seeking to identify any new themes (de-

cision-points or options) that were not identified earlier or to

populate further, or to elaborate on the existing categories.

4 A Typology of Business Process Standardization

Strategies

4.1 Study Phase 1: Understanding of the Process

of Business Process Standardization

A narrative literature review was performed to develop a

clearer understanding of how Business Process Standard-

ization (BPS) is conducted. In particular, we sought to

2 BPMN stands for ‘Business Process Model and Notation’ and is the

de-facto process modeling standard (Chinosi and Trombetta 2012;

OMG 2011).
3 A ‘narrative’ literature review ‘‘attempts to identify what has been
written on a subject or topic’’ (Paré et al. 2015, p. 185).

4 A ‘theoretical’ review, ‘‘draws on existing conceptual and empir-
ical studies to provide a context for identifying, describing, and
transforming into a higher order of theoretical structure and various
concepts, constructs or relationships’’ (Paré et al., 2015, p. 188).
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understand BPS and to succinctly identify the main stages

of a BPS initiative in order to later (in Phase 2) delineate

the key decision-points (and their options) during the

process of business process standardization. BPS initiative

refers to the conduct or process of business process stan-

dardization in an organization. A review of the literature

revealed that for BPS to happen, some form of a trigger is

essential. This trigger could be a decision made by top

management (e.g., stimulated by observed process ineffi-

ciencies) or could be a decision by employees who, of their

own accord, seek consistency through standardization (e.g.,

to overcome daily issues affecting their productivity and

job satisfaction) (Kwon 2008). Our synthesis of the liter-

ature indicated that irrespective of the reason for BPS

initiation, the following seven stages of BPS are evidenced.

Stage 1 – Documentation: This stage involves docu-

menting details of variants (single or multiple) of the

process to be standardized (Muenstermann and Eckhardt

2009; Muenstermann and Weitzel 2008; von Stetten et al.

2008; Ungan 2006). The details of already documented

variants need to be checked to ensure all specifications of

the process are adequate. Process models can be docu-

mented using flowcharts (Ungan 2006), process modeling

language (e.g., BPMN), or detailed written descriptions.

Stage 2 – Modularization: The next stage is to modu-

larize the variants, i.e., to divide them into meaningful,

coherent parts (Muenstermann and Weitzel 2008; von

Stetten et al. 2008). This is to ensure that the necessary

aspects of the process are captured to the required level of

detail (such as who is responsible for tasks and who is

accountable for the execution of the various parts of the

process) (von Stetten et al. 2008), while also managing the

associated complexities of maintaining such details.

Stage 3 – Derivation of Master Process: The next

important stage is to derive a ‘point of reference,’ which

we refer to as the ‘Master’ process (Muenstermann and

Weitzel 2008) that will be used to standardize the pro-

cesses. Note that some authors refer to this as the ‘arche-

type process’ (Muenstermann and Eckhardt 2009).

A Master Process is essentially a business process refer-

ence model (vom Brocke 2007), a process that is reusable,

displays exemplary practices, and has widespread appli-

cability (Rehse et al. 2017). A Master Process can be

derived either from within the organization (an internal

process) or from a process or set of processes external to

the organization.

When choosing an internal process, there are two

options. First, on an investigation of the documented

variants, the organization may choose an entire process that

it considers to be best practice and against which it desires

to standardize the other processes (von Stetten et al. 2008).

We refer to this approach as choosing an ‘Internal Exem-

plar’ as the Master Process. Fettke et al. (2005) propose a

framework to describe business process reference models,

which can assist in selecting an appropriate internal Master

Process. Alternatively, the organization may find modules

of different process variants to be efficient and decide to

amalgamate these modules to form a new process that

consolidates internal best practices (Muenstermann et al.

2010b), also referred to as ‘inductive reference modeling’

(Rehse et al. 2016; Scholta et al. 2019). We refer to this

approach as the ’Internal Best-of-Breed‘ Master Process.

Fig. 1 Overall study design
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Literature presents multiple approaches to obtaining

inductive reference models (e.g., Gottschalk et al. 2008; Li

et al. 2010; Scholta et al. 2019), which can be adopted to

derive an ‘Internal Best-of-Breed’ Master process.

Additionally, organizations may also choose to stan-

dardize their processes against a process external to the

organization (Kauffman and Tsai 2010). For example,

when an organization must abide by a standard external

process (e.g., Sarbanes–Oxley Act (Romano 2004)) or is

aware of a best practice external process or practices (e.g.,

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)

(AXELOS 2020), or Supply Chain Operations Reference

(SCOR) (Bolstorff and Rosenbaum 2007)). We refer to this

as an ‘External Exemplar.’ The literature (e.g., Houy et al.

2011; Winter et al. 2009) indicates that established process

reference models may differ from the needs of the orga-

nization (given their generalized intentions), which sug-

gests that adoption of an external process reference model

requires careful consideration of an organization’s needs

and demands.

Stage 4 – Isolation of specificities: In this stage, the

specificities of the Master Process that cannot be replicated

to all process variants need to be isolated. Manrodt and

Vitasek (2004) suggest a standard process should be

macro-level in nature such that some level of customization

across instances is allowed and at times needed. Some

variants of the process may have associated specificities

that may not be appropriate for other variants, e.g., for

contextual reasons, such as local legislation. Therefore, if

the Master Process chosen has such specificities, they need

to be sequestered and dealt with in isolation while other

parts of the process will conform to the Master process and

have no specificities (Muenstermann and Weitzel 2008;

von Stetten et al. 2008). Isolation of specificities can dra-

matically reduce the number of different steps involved in a

Master process. On introducing these changes, an enhanced

version of the Master Process is obtained.

Stage 5 – Optimization: The Master Process chosen in

Stage 3 may be Optimized (improved) by various means,

including analyzing information about competitors, using

experts, looking at external reference process models for

insights for best/common practice, and using information

consultants (von Stetten et al. 2008). However, the decision

as to whether to optimize will depend on diverse organi-

zational factors.

For example, the goal of the process standardization

effort (Muenstermann and Weitzel 2008; von Stetten et al.

2008; Ungan 2006) is pertinent. To elaborate, one organi-

zation might want to standardize its sales process and like

that process to be the ‘best possible’ method of execution

(something with which they distinguish their firm). On the

other hand, another organization may more simply seek an

‘adequate’ sales process (thereby constraining their

investment) standardized across the organization. Avail-

able resources, process management capacity, and overall

process standardization approach play a role in an organi-

zation’s decision on, if, and when to consider optimization

(Muenstermann et al. 2010b; Rahimi et al. 2016). The

extent to which external best practices are available and

accessible for the given process domain can also influence

the decision to optimize. To elaborate, if an organization

considers an external standard to be best practice, the

Master Process may be enhanced in accordance with that

external standard (Dai et al. 2011). This would be partic-

ularly true for organizations such as banks, which seek to

standardize their process according to nation-wide or sec-

tor-based external standards.

Stage 6 – Approval by formal body: Once the final

Master Process is derived, it needs to be approved and

governed by a formal body (ISO 1996; Nesheim 2011;

Rosenkranz et al. 2010) for it to meet the definition of a

standard. The formal body can be the top management of

the firm, an external body, or some other higher authority

whose approval or governance is required for the func-

tioning of the organization (Nesheim 2011). This is true

whether standardization efforts are initiated by manage-

ment or by employees. When management initiates BPS, it

will mandate the standard in the organization. In the case of

an employees’ initiative, the employees would have

worked together to discern a standard process, which still

needs to be approved by a formal body.

Stage 7 – Unification: When implementing the standard,

the process variants are unified with the defined standard.

Unification refers to the activity of aligning existing vari-

ants of a process against a standard process, where con-

sideration is given to various factors such as data, people,

and technology (Romero et al. 2015). When standardizing

multiple variants, challenges regarding differing mindsets,

skills, data formats, and attitudes (e.g., acceptance of

technology) may have to be confronted and addressed.

Zellner et al. (2015) presented one approach to unify pro-

cess variants. Further research in the domain of process

variant management can uncover other ways of unifying

process variants. Unification is also referred to as ‘ho-

mogenization’ (Muenstermann et al. 2010a; Muenstermann

and Weitzel 2008; von Stetten et al. 2008).

4.2 Study Phase 2: A Preliminary Typology

of Business Process Standardization

As explained in Sect. 3 (and Appendix A), all 54 papers

resulting from the systematic literature review were

examined to identify decision-points. The BPS stages

extracted in Phase 1 were employed as a ‘lens’ to identify

different decision-points while remaining open to others

beyond the BPS stages. The decisions, at times, were
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explicitly mentioned in the papers. At other times they

were only implied. For example, decision-points were

implied through the different scenarios observed for a

given stage. To illustrate, we found statements like ‘‘Future

[company] did not incorporate external recruiting process

excellence’’ (von Stetten et al. 2008, p. 5) and ‘‘Dream

[company] then incorporated externally available business

process excellence into the archetype process A’’ (Muen-

stermann and Weitzel 2008, p. 14) under the stage Opti-

mization of Master Process. Thus, in the latter scenario,

excellence was sought through Optimization. In the first

scenario, the firm was content to satisfice. From statements

like these, it was inferred that an organization may or may

not choose to optimize the Master Process.

Three decision-points (D1-D3) with two, three, and two

options respectively were discerned during this phase, thus

providing the basis for the typology. Table B. 1 in

Appendix B presents the supporting evidence for the

decision-points and the options identified. Each of the three

decision-points and the related options is outlined in more

detail below. The typology was formed to represent the

alternative combinations of the decision-options, yielding

12 combinations (2 9 3 9 2) or 12 alternative BPS

strategies (see Table 1). The 12 strategies are described in

Sect. 4.3 (where case examples are mapped to them).

Decision-Point 1 (D1) – BPS Approach: This refers to

how the BPS initiative emerges. Given the magnitude of

this first decision-point, we refer to it as the BPS Approach.

A BPS approach can be either: Top-down or Bottom-up.

Top-down standardization occurs when standardization is

enforced by authorities (i.e., mandated by management)

(Kwon 2008). Top-down standardization is normative and

specifies how things need to be done. These are formal

projects initiated by upper management.

Consider an alternative scenario where management has

no intention to drive or guide standardization and is una-

ware of bottom-up, organic standardization being driven by

employees. In this case, even though BPS may be occur-

ring in the background, these standardization efforts remain

‘invisible’ to management, thus, are not an issue of man-

agement consideration. That said, if management sees

value in BPS, it behooves them to be aware of such

employee actions pertaining to any standardization efforts.

Where management is aware of Bottom-up standardization,

they can either sanction it or not, explicitly or implicitly.

Where management sees or anticipates value from per-

ceived Bottom-up standardization, they may simply adopt a

watch-and-see approach. Alternatively, they may seek to

promote it, for example, by offering recognition to people

taking such initiatives. Though originating from an

organic, employee-driven initiative, given a management

decision to subsequently orchestrate such a standardization

effort, what was Bottom-up, becomes a Top-down

approach.

This Top-down vs. Bottom-up perspective helps man-

agement to understand the different means that BPS can

emerge from and guide management to adopt appropriate

action to support or curtail BPS.

Decision-Point 2 (D2) Type of Master Process: When

standardizing a process, a Master Process is first sought

before the process is standardized (see Stage 3 of Sect. 4.1

for further details). This decision-point relates to the type

of Master Process chosen and has three options: Internal

Exemplar, Internal Best-of-breed, or External Exemplar.

Summarily, an Internal Exemplar refers to a process that

is chosen from within the organization as a point of ref-

erence, a preferred complete end-to-end single process.

Alternatively, an amalgamation of modules from internal

variants of the process can be chosen, which is referred to

as an Internal Best-of-Breed Master Process. Lastly, the

organization can choose to standardize its processes against

an external Master Process. The external Master Process

can be another company’s, or an external reference process

model that captures best/ recommended practice (e.g.,

SCOR), or an external reference process model resulting

from legislation (e.g., Sarbanes Oxley). The Master Process

selection can also depend on the organization’s size,

maturity, and experience.

Decision-Point 3 (D3) Optimization of Master Process:

This decision-point occurs at Stage 5 (see Sect. 4.1) and

relates to whether the firm invests in further modifying the

Master Process to reflect best practices or not. Such best

practices can be sourced from external or internal consul-

tants or experts, from what has been observed in the past

that works well in the organization, from external reference

process models, etc. The degree of adaptation can vary

much depending on the process, the starting point of

Optimization, and the company context. The literature

suggests that such refinement of the Master Process and

related investment depends on the organization’s goals

with BPS (e.g., excellence vs. satisficing). An organization

may only be interested in having a standard routine process

throughout the organization (von Stetten et al. 2008) or

may want to improve its Master Process by integrating

knowledge from external or internal consultants, analyzing

competitors (Muenstermann et al. 2010b), and then stan-

dardize the variants against the improved Master Process.

These goals will be influenced by other contextual aspects

such as resource constraints (e.g., does the organization

have resources to improve a process once its standardized

(Rahimi et al. 2016)), methodological choices (e.g., a

staged approach to process improvement where one first

gets the processes standardized, then shifts to continuous

improvement plans (Muenstermann et al. 2010b)), or

feasibility.
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4.3 Study Phase 3: Instantiation of Different Strategies

of Business Process Standardization

The BPS strategies typology5 is based on the three deci-

sion-points and their options, as explained above, yielding

12 choice combinations (2 9 3 9 2) or 12 alternative BPS

strategies. These 12 types were instantiated with published

BPS case studies, as presented in Table 1. We analyze the

pattern of strategies (combinations of the three decisions)

observed, suggesting criteria that might influence choices.

As mentioned in Sect. 3, the coding design in this phase

was hybrid. Although the 12 types and their related deci-

sion-points and options provided the deductive coding

framework, we were open to identifying new decision-

points or options from the cases. Still, none emerged from

this pool of cases.

The 21 cases identified from this review aligned with

eight of the 12 strategies; four strategies were not instan-

tiated (Strategies 6, 9, 10, and 12). Each strategy is

explained, drawing from the case examples. For those that

were not instantiated, we provide fictitious case scenarios

to demonstrate the strategy’s potential relevance. We pre-

sent each strategy next, grouping them primarily according

to D1 (the BPS approach) and secondarily based on their

instantiation (or not) with case studies.

4.4 Strategies with a Top-down Approach

Instantiated Top-down Strategies

All but one of the six top-down strategies was

instantiated.

Strategy 1: Top-down standardization, with an Internal

Exemplar Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 1 was instantiated by the most cases (a total of

eight). This strategy is employed by organizations where

BPS is the result of formal authority and where standard-

ization efforts are related to continuous improvement.

For example, the organization ’VISION’ (Muenster-

mann et al. 2010a) launched a project to standardize its

recruitment process across all its autonomous divisions.

VISION pre-selected the headquarters’ recruiting process

as the Internal Exemplar Master Process and then

Table 1 Strategies of business process standardization

Decision-points and options Case instantiations

(D1) (D2) (D3)

Approach Type of

master

process

Optimization of

master process

Strategy Source #

Top-

down

Internal

exemplar

Yes 1 Agnar et al. (2004); Kwon (2008); Manrodt and Vitasek (2004); Muenstermann

et al. (2009); Muenstermann et al. (2010a); Rahimi et al. (2016, Case 3);

Rosenkranz et al. (2010, Case 2); Schafermeyer et al. (2010, Case 2)

8

No 2 Afflerbach et al. (2016); Rosenkranz et al. (2010, Case 3); von Stetten et al.

(2008)

3

Internal

best-of-

breed

Yes 3 Muenstermann et al. (2010b); Muenstermann and Weitzel (2008) 2

No 4 Kettenbohrer et al. (2013a, b); Rahimi et al. (2016, Case 2) 3

External

exemplar

Yes 5 van Wessel et al. (2006) 1

No 6 N/A

Sub-total: 17

Bottom-

up

Internal

exemplar

Yes 7 Roubert et al. (2016) 1

No 8 Rahimi et al. (2016, Case 1); Schafermeyer et al. (2010, Case 1) 2

Internal

best-of-

breed

Yes 9 N/A

No 10 N/A

External

exemplar

Yes 11 Kauffman and Tsai (2010) 1

No 12 N/A

Sub-total: 4

5 Unlike a taxonomy, a typology does not provide decision rules for

classifying, but rather identifies multiple ideal types, each of which

represents a unique combination of the pertinent attributes that are

believed to determine the relevant outcome(s) (Doty and Glick,

1994).
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optimized it, using insights gained from 3 large competing

organizations. This helped VISION standardize its pro-

cesses against an Internal Exemplar Process enhanced with

industry-identified best practices, assisting the organization

in improving its recruitment process.

Strategy 2: Top-down standardization, with an Internal

Exemplar Master Process and no Optimization of the

Master Process

Strategy 2 was instantiated by three case studies and is

employed by organizations where the process standard-

ization efforts are not driven by any continuous improve-

ment initiative, and the focus is on the consistency of

processes based on existing/current internal practices. This

strategy of BPS is common with the rise of globalization

and the need for greater consistency in services/operations

(Afflerbach et al. 2016).

For example, ’Future’ (von Stetten et al. 2008) has three

autonomous divisions, each responsible for their own

results and using different information systems to recruit

staff. ’Future’ launched a standardization project (Top-

down) in 2004 to achieve consistency in the recruitment

process across all divisions. The priority was to achieve

maximum internal and external transparency without

emphasizing further process improvement. Since the ’Fu-

ture’ processes were mature, the headquarter’s process was

chosen as the Internal Exemplar Master Process against

which other processes were standardized.

Strategy 3: Top-down standardization, with an Internal

Best-of-Breed Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 3 was instantiated by two cases and employed

by organizations with multiple variants of processes, but

where no single variant is an obvious candidate for Internal

Exemplar Master Process (as in Strategy 1). It is a strategy

for organizations that are focused on continuous process

improvement (beyond mere process consistency). Organi-

zations undertaking this form of BPS are likely to have all

the process variants documented (e.g., as a part of normal

formal procedures) and thus will recognize pockets of

excellence in different variants. Therefore, they are willing

and able to merge best practices from parts of different

processes to obtain an Internal ‘Best-of-Breed’ Master

Process.

In the case study outlined by Muenstermann and Weitzel

(2008), a multinational firm, ’Dream,’ had several process

variants and launched a BPS program to reduce costs and

progress continuous improvement.

Strategy 4: Top-down standardization, with an Internal

Best-of-Breed Master Process and no Optimization of

Master Process

Strategy 4 was instantiated by four cases. Unlike Strat-

egy 2 (which is similar), these organizations are likely to

have several process variants but no single end-to-end

process that can serve as an exemplar. Instead, the better-

functioning modules of such variants are merged to obtain

an Internal Best-of-Breed Master Process.

For example, the goal of Lufthansa Technik (LHT) in

Germany (Kettenbohrer et al. 2013b) was to standardize

the process that provides a quality assessment of suppliers

and supplier-related products. There were several working

variants of the same process, with modules that were

considered best practice internally by the organization.

Such pockets/modules were extracted and then amalga-

mated to derive the Master Process, which was then used

for standardization.

Strategy 5: Top-down standardization, with an External

Exemplar Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 5 was instantiated by one case. BPS was for-

mally introduced to standardize against an external best

practice process while also having a strong focus on con-

tinuous improvement. Strategy 5 particularly relates to

organizations that do not have in-house processes that can

be used as a Master Process or are in industries in which

there is a need or motivation to abide by external standards

(for example, SCOR (Bolstorff and Rosenbaum 2007)) to

implement minimum cross-industry supply chain stan-

dards). This is also the main difference between this

strategy and Strategies 1 and 3.

Wessel et al. (2006) discuss a standardization initiative

across a financial firm with over 50 divisions worldwide.

The firm had implemented PeopleSoft as a system,

applying the recommended vendor proposed reference

models to standardize their business processes. This helped

the firm to ensure that the data privacy and protection

regulations were followed in the same way across all the

divisions. Further, there was a focus on continuous

improvement to ensure that their Human Resource policies

followed best practices.

Non-instantiated Top-down Strategies

Only one of the six top-down strategies was not

instantiated.

Strategy 6: Top-down standardization, with an External

Exemplar Master Process and no Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 6 was not instantiated by any of the identified

case studies. However, it is feasible, and further research

may uncover such cases. This strategy differs from Strat-

egy 2 and 4 in that it is suitable for organizations that do

not have any internal process(es) appropriate as a reference

point for standardization, so may want to standardize their

processes against a best-known external process, such as

the Sarbanes Oxley Act. Unlike Strategy 5, the Master

Process is not optimized as it may not be perceived nec-

essary, or the organization is expected to abide by the

external reference model strictly.
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For example, fictitious ’University A’ may wish to

standardize its financial reporting process. To do so, the

university may use the Sarbanes Oxley Act and related

processes as an external reference model because of the

advantages of the prescribed processes on financial dis-

closure and reporting. Because of the comprehensive nat-

ure of the Act, the university may not optimize it.

4.4.1 Strategies with a Bottom-up Approach

Only three of the six bottom-up strategies were

instantiated.

Instantiated Bottom-up Strategies

Strategy 7: Bottom-up standardization, with an Internal

Exemplar Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 7 was instantiated by one case and is relevant to

organizations where standard processes are required for

efficiency, and people are encouraged to adhere to uniform

practices across the organization (Roubert et al. 2016).

Further, an organization considering this strategy would

have a representative end-to-end process, leading them to

use an existing Internal Exemplar Master Process and

would be committed to improvements that lead to the

Optimization of the Master Process as the standard. The

difference between this strategy and Strategy 1 is that the

standardization effort here is organic and driven by

employees. In contrast, in Strategy 1, the standardization

effort is mandated by the top management.

In the case study discussed by Roubert et al. (2016),

employees in a nanotechnology firm realized the need for a

standard process related to nanoparticle experimentation.

The current set of guidelines the company used to conduct

experiments became the Internal Exemplar Master Process.

This was further enhanced by collating information from

external protocols. Mutual consensus on integrating such

best practices helped develop standard practices related to

nanoparticles across the firm.

Strategy 8: Bottom-up standardization, with an Internal

Exemplar Master Process and no Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 8 was instantiated by two cases. This strategy is

suitable for organizations with diverse variants for the

same process, which may cause inconsistencies and inef-

ficiencies. However, a mature process variant exists, which

could be a suitable as the Internal Exemplar. The

employees believe that a standardized process will improve

their efficiency and are willing to drive the initiative. Here,

the Internal Exemplar Master Process is not optimized,

making this strategy different from Strategy 7.

Case study 1 by Schafermeyer et al. (2010) describes the

German telecommunication provider (TCSP) that started

using off-the-shelf software as a part of its client order

process, which employees liked and decided to adopt as a

standard. Therefore, the standardization initiative was a

result of employees’ desire to have a consistent process. In-

house software was developed to address employees’ needs

and achieve the desired standardization. The internal in-

house software developed served as the Internal Exemplar

Master Process. Since the aim was solely to have a con-

sistent client order process across all the locations of the

organization, the Master Process (the in-house software)

was not optimized with external best practices.

Strategy 11: Bottom-up standardization, with an Exter-

nal Exemplar Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 11 was instantiated by only one case. In this

strategy, the staff initiates the Bottom-up standardization

process to improve their job performance. This type likely

arises in industries where an external standard may seem

more suitable or where current processes may not be ade-

quate to become a Master Process against which variants

can be standardized. The difference between this and

Strategies 7–10 is that the employees may not find an

entirely internal process or an amalgamated version of

variants suitable as a Master Process.

In the case study reported by Kauffman and Tsai (2010),

the employees of an IT firm-initiated Bottom-up stan-

dardization to ensure consistent quality of the technology

sold to the consumers. For example, software vendors aim

to standardized practices to launch enterprise software

solutions, so the employees chose an industry-wide-prac-

tice standard, which was then subject to continuous

refinement. This assisted the IT firm to maintain consistent

practices across the firm and compare their performance

across the industry.

Non-instantiated Bottom-up Strategies

Strategy 9: Bottom-up standardization, with an Internal

Best-of-Breed Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process

Strategy 9 was not instantiated by any of the case

studies. However, we argue that it is suitable for contexts

where the staff involved in executing a process takes

leadership and want to derive a standard process based on

existing practices that have been tested within the organi-

zational context but where no single mature-enough pro-

cess exists that can be used end-to-end as the standard.

Thus, they would attempt to derive a new standard based

on amalgamating modules of best practices from different

areas to form a new Internal Best-of-Breed Master Process.

The assumption here is that the employees (i.e., the process

executors) would also want continuously to improve this

newly derived process. Such can only occur where there is

an organizational context that is flexible and a culture that

encourages and empowers employees to take initiatives.
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For example, University A may decide to advertise

Ph.D. recruitment across all faculties. However, different

faculties may have unique criteria and procedures for the

intake of a Ph.D. student. This may confuse students,

which is, in turn, communicated to the staff. To address

students’ concerns, staff engaged in the recruitment pro-

cesses across the faculties may attempt to standardize the

process of Ph.D. student recruitment. Staff may coordinate

multi-faculty discussions and understand everyone’s ver-

sion of recruiting a Ph.D. student and pick best practices

from diverse recruitment practices to derive an Internal

Best-of-Breed Ph.D. student recruitment process. This may

then be optimized by integrating practices recommended

by external learning advisors and consultants and periodic

reviews. For this strategy to be successful, the employees

need to have a deep desire for continuous improvement and

some degree of process-centric thinking. Furthermore, the

employees should have some flexibility in their work, with

rewards and recognitions to encourage them to take ini-

tiatives like this.

Strategy 10: Bottom-up standardization, with an Inter-

nal Best-of-Breed Master Process and no Optimization of

Master Process

Although not instantiated by any case study, we see this

strategy as a possible option. Similar to Strategy 9, if the

employees’ goal is simply consistency, then the Master

Process first derived would not be optimized further (i.e.,

the standard process decided upon initially will be ’the’

process, and no further optimization efforts will be

executed).

Strategy 12: Bottom-up standardization, with an Exter-

nal Exemplar Master Process and no Optimization of

Master Process

This strategy was not instantiated, but we see its

potential to be relevant when those leading the BPS efforts

see the External Master Process as ’the’ process to follow

and would be satisfied with reaching a similar process

execution internally (and no further optimizations are

deemed necessary at that stage).

For example, in fictitious University A, the employees

may be struggling to find an optimal way to conduct online

exams. Furthermore, staff may be conducting online exams

differently, confusing students. This can result in dissatis-

fied students and other process issues (such as a breach of

assessment policies). To overcome this situation, the staff

may initiate the standardization of the online exam process.

They may adopt the online exam process of some other

university, which they believe in having better online

exams and use that process to standardize their process.

This strategy is like Strategy 6 except that the initiative is

Bottom-up (driven by the employees) rather than being

enforced by the top management.

5 Discussion

This paper presents a typology of business process stan-

dardization strategies, derived using an exploratory multi-

phased approach. The literature-based typology resulted in

12 different BPS strategies based on three key decision-

points (D1- D3) and their related options. Analysis of 21

published case studies instantiated eight out of the 12 BPS

strategies. We argue that the four strategies not instantiated

are viable, as shown via a fictional case example

(University A). Our analysis of the instantiated cases also

enables an understanding of situations where a standard-

ization strategy might be most relevant to assist researchers

and practitioners in realizing which strategy may be suit-

able for different contexts.

5.1 Discussion Around Decision-points

We make several observations from Table 1 regarding each

of the three, key decision-points. For the decision-point

BPS Approach, more cases applied a Top-down Approach

(17 cases across Strategies 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, over 80% of

cases) than a Bottom-up Approach (four cases across

Strategy 7, 8, and 11). The case examples for Top-down

often came from larger organizational contexts, where

management required consistency of operations and/or was

planning to use process-centric technologies that require

standard processes. These were larger-scale BPS efforts,

where clear Top-down sponsorship with committed

resources was essential. Consultants are typically involved

in such initiatives (Rahimi et al. 2016; Rosenkranz et al.

2010).

Bottom-up standardization efforts observed did not have

the same resources and executive support but rather

emerged organically in contexts where employees are

frustrated with the inefficiencies resulting from inconsis-

tent processes or driven to improve business processes

continuously. The organic nature of Bottom-up cases is one

reason we believe that the majority (three out of four) of

non-instantiated strategies were Bottom-up; they are less

likely to be documented. Further research into success

stories, employee recognition articles, and in-depth case

study research may result in an increased instantiation of

Bottom-up strategies. Another reason could also be that

Bottom-up studies are not reported in the standardization

domain, which was the focus of this study.

For both Top-down and Bottom-up approaches, for the

decision-point type of Master Process, an Internal Exem-

plar Master Process was the most frequently instantiated

option (Strategies 1, 2, 7, and 8). Of the 21 cases, two

thirds (14) adopt an Internal Exemplar, 65% of Top-down

initiatives (11 of 17), and 75% of Bottom-up initiatives

(three of four). These case examples showed how
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management and/or employees preferred to use an internal

end-to-end process that had proven its viability within the

organizational context. It was more efficient and less risky

than trying to create a new Master Process. Internal Best-

of-Breed Master Process strategies (Strategies 3, 4, and 9)

were the next most popular choice. All five Best-of-Breed

Master Process strategy instantiations were Top-down but

zero Bottom-up. The case examples for these types showed

that the BPS champions considered specific modules across

different process variants to be strong and chose to amal-

gamate them to obtain the Internal Best-of-Breed Master

Process. This seemed to be the case for large organizations

that have multiple variants of the same process. Interest-

ingly, we observed only one External Exemplar choice for

each of the Bottom-up and Top-down Approaches

(Strategies 5 and 11). The choice of an External Master

Process was found in cases where there is a need to

maintain consistency with industry-wide practices (for

example, a banking organization must follow industry-

based rules and regulations for specific processes) or when

new organizations, with immature processes, find it is more

viable to use a process that has been applied in other

similar contexts. Our literature-based approach may have

also influenced this observation, as those BPS initiatives

which choose an External Master Process are often

described as compliance efforts (rather than process stan-

dardization efforts). As indicated by Sadiq et al. (2007),

compliance ensures business processes are in accordance

with the prescribed and standard set of norms which stem

from the legislature or regulatory bodies (e.g., Sarbanes

Oxley), standards and codes of practice (e.g., SCOR), and

also business contracts. Hence this may have limited the

identification of published resources and reduced the sup-

porting empirical base for this type (for our search terms

were scoped and limited to process standardization and did

not cover process compliance as a topic area).

In both BPS approaches, Optimization of the Master

Process (Strategies 1, 3, 5, 7, and 11) was more popular

than no Optimization (Strategies 2, 4, and 8). Overall, 13 of

the 21 (62%) chose to optimize the selected Master Process

(11 of 17 Top-down initiatives (75%) and two of four

Bottom-up initiatives (50%)). Considering the frequency of

Optimization in conjunction with the type of Master Pro-

cess, we note that 73% of Top-down, Internal Exemplars

chose to optimize (eight of 11). Organizations that have

dedicated enough time and resources may decide to opti-

mize the Master Process during the standardization initia-

tive. Such organizations are focused on continuous

improvement and desire more than just the consistency of

processes. When organizations require mere consistency of

processes, they may not optimize the Master Process (or

postpone such to a later date). Optimization of the Master

Process is an additional step in standardization, requiring

extra time and resources, and hence an important decision

to make.

5.2 Other Interesting Observations

Strategy 1 (Top-down standardization, with an Internal

Exemplar Master Process and Optimization of Master

Process) was found to be by far the most popular of all

strategies within the pool of case examples analyzed. Given

the important role that process standardization plays within

diverse initiatives, it is not surprising that management

sponsored enterprise-wide BPS efforts (Top-down) are

prominent. Selecting an Internal Exemplar Master Process

is more efficient and less risky as the process has been

’tested’ within the company context. Once standardized,

the process can be further enhanced through continuous

improvement.

It is difficult to draw conclusions from the relatively

small sample size of instantiated Bottom-up cases. How-

ever, some patterns are discernible. Three of the four

Bottom-up cases chose an Internal-Exemplar Master Pro-

cess. Understandably, the impetus for many such organic

initiatives is the observed superiority of a particular in-

house instance of the process. It is noteworthy that the

single instance of a Bottom-up External-Exemplar, related

to the nature of the industry (working with nanotechnol-

ogy) and chose to adopt a standard external process for

experiments. We note no instances of Bottom-up, Internal

Best-of-Breed. As mentioned earlier, it is likely that fewer

Bottom-up cases are documented. However, this may also

be due to the formal coordination required to agree on

which variants form the standard. It may be that tighter

control and more substantial central authority are needed to

address disagreement about process variants. Therefore, we

may consider that employees may rely on an external

established standard when internal discrepancies are noted.

We also note that both the External Exemplar cases (one

Top-down, one Bottom-up) chose to optimize. Adopting an

External Exemplar as the standard involves bringing in-

house a variant that is new to the organization. Optimiza-

tion is understandable, as there is a need to adapt the

external process to the firm’s specific expectations, culture,

and context. Alternatively, where adopting something that

has evolved in-house (either exemplar or best-of-breed),

there is already a natural fit.

We acknowledge the ’options’ that we have identified

for each decision-point may not be so discrete in practice.

For example, the preponderance of instances of Opti-

mization of Internal Exemplars may represent some

blending of the Internal-Best-of-Breed model into the

Internal-Exemplar model, with Best-of-Breed features of

variants incorporated into the initial Internal Exemplar

during Optimization. Further, we have suggested earlier
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that Bottom-up initiatives, once recognized by manage-

ment, may be sanctioned or even promoted and that ulti-

mately, the standard chosen Bottom-up must be endorsed

by management, thus entailing some Top-down influence.

Also, a Bottom-up initiative may be taken over by man-

agement, thereby becoming Top-down.

Furthermore, once implemented, these strategies are not

set-in-stone; they can evolve or change completely. For

instance, an organization may choose Strategy 2, Top-

down standardization with Internal Exemplar Master Pro-

cess, and no Optimization of Master Process, but later

decide to optimize the Master Process (hence proceed with

Strategy 1: Top-down BPS with Internal Exemplar Master

Process and Optimization of Master Process). This may

occur when the driving priority is to have a unified

approach to the same process across an organization, but

later, the standardized process can be further improved. It

is also likely that strategies with a Bottom-up approach

become common after the conduct of Top-down approach

initiatives. For instance, when the positive impact of a Top-

down standardization is observed for one process, it may

trigger the emergence of Bottom-up standardizations for

other processes. The opposite can also be the case, where

the positive impact of Bottom-up standardization is

observed by company executives, and Top-down stan-

dardization for other core processes is triggered. A similar

evolution is possible for the selection of the type of Master

Process. An organization may choose an Internal Exemplar

Master Process first, and in the next iteration of standard-

ization may opt for an External Exemplar Master Process if

they find a better external process. This shift may also

result from external factors such as pressure to comply with

external standards or requirements to abide by new regu-

lations outlined by the government or the company head-

quarters, etc. Understanding different strategies help

organizations also understand how they can phase out their

standardization initiatives and work.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work

We acknowledge certain limitations in the paper. The

construction of the typology was literature-based and thus

is vulnerable to the common limitations of solely literature-

based analysis. Although we employed a rigorous search

procedure and coding process for retrieval and analysis of

relevant papers, the decisions-points forming the typology

are limited to what is reported in the literature, and future

primary data collection may identify other key decisions-

points. Similarly, the instantiation of the typology was

limited to the 21 published cases (from 18 papers).

Regarding the coding approach, one may critique the

approach applied in Phase 2 for the inductive derivation of

the decision-points and their options, particularly

concerning the transparency of this process. We have

addressed this by articulating the paper extraction and

coding process and with further arguments about how we

see these core decision-points in the BPS process as the

main determinants contributing to the different strategies of

BPS. Also, we do not claim that the decision-points iden-

tified here are the only ones that characterize BPS. They

were identified in the current literature and instantiated by

the extracted cases. Although the coding process was open

to identifying new decision-points or options, the extracted

cases did not point to any new decision-points or options.

This also means that the decision-points and options here

are limited to what the current literature implicitly or

explicitly mentions, but more may exist in practice. Hence,

we call for further research to uncover other examples and

to investigate these BPS strategies further.

The work presented in this paper points to opportunities

for future research. See Enumeration 1 below for a list of

proposed future research questions (F-RQs) stemming from

this work. BPS is still an under-researched area with a

limited understanding of the BPS concept itself (Goel and

Bandara 2016; Muenstermann 2015). This may explain

why some of the proposed strategies were not instantiated

by the published cases. It also raises the possibility that the

full range of BPS strategies may not yet have been iden-

tified. We suggest that future researchers might build upon

the presented typology of BPS strategies, identifying other

decision-points and options (F_RQ1). Given that BPS

decision-points depend on context, researchers may also

explore the organizational requirements and diverse con-

texts (e.g., process and project characteristics, target out-

comes, critical success factors, etc.) that relate to each BPS

strategy (F_RQ2). We also propose future research towards

developing a deeper understanding of what capabilities and

resources are needed for the different strategies to be

operationalized and how to best obtain them (F_RQ3). We

briefly discussed the potential evolution of BPS strategies,

where companies can move from one type of strategy to

another, and this can be further investigated to more clearly

understand when particular strategies are most appropriate

(in terms of timing, available resources, and also situational

contexts), especially within an evolutionary BPS program

across an organization (F_RQ4). Future researchers may

also explore the impact of each strategy on an organization

(F_RQ5), enabling practitioners to have an enhanced

understanding of the implications of each strategy. Finally,

the work presented in this paper was exploratory and based

on secondary data—published literature. Future research

based on primary data (such as expert interviews and case

studies) to understand how best to re-specify and validate

the typology (F_RQ6) is recommended Table 2.
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6 Conclusion

BPS is an emerging field (Afflerbach et al. 2016; Muen-

stermann 2015) and is gaining increased significance

because of its application in many modern process related

technologies, e.g., robotic process automation, process

mining, and blockchain. However, BPS is still under-re-

searched, with limited understanding of the BPS concept

itself. We applied a multi-phased exploratory research

approach to identify the different BPS strategies to con-

tribute to addressing this conceptual gap.

Subsequent to a narrative and theoretical literature

review, we used 21 cases from 18 BPS papers to under-

stand the different strategies for Business Process Stan-

dardization (BPS). Content analysis of the relevant

literature resulted in three decision- points: (D1) Approach,

(D2) Type of Master Process, and (D3) Optimization of

Master Process. The three decision-points and their options

formed the basis of the proposed typology of 12 BPS

strategies. These strategies were then instantiated using 21

published BPS cases. Of these 12 strategies, eight were

instantiated by the cases, and the other four were explained

using fictional case scenarios.

BPS is a significant and under-researched area, and the

exploratory work presented in this paper, along with the

proposed set of future research questions, provides con-

crete directions to develop further research in the area. The

typology of BPS strategies presented in this paper provides

a theory for analysis (Gregor 2006) and hence enables a

better conceptual understanding of the concept of BPS. The

typology also serves as a useful tool for researchers

investigating the BPS concept and provides a lexicon that

intends to help the discourse. It provides a framework to

understand the different nuances of diverse BPS

implementations and provides an appreciation of the dif-

ferent BPS strategic options.

This BPS typology is also of significance to practice.

The study findings provide practitioners insight into the

BPS process and the different decision-points and options.

The description of the strategies and case examples for

each strategy provides early insights regarding the orga-

nizational context(s) that suits different BPS strategies and

how organizations can move from one strategy to another,

which provides significant input to planning, implementa-

tion, and monitoring of BPS initiatives.
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